Letter of Registration and Return
February 2008
Greetings,
The Documents for record service is now available on the College of Arms
Yahoo group as well as the Adrian Empire Site. If there are any questions please feel
free to ask.
In Service,
Sir L’Bet’e deAcmd
Imperial Sovereign of Arms

Registered
College of Arms
The Sir Nigel Seymour of Huntington Award
Award
"Fieldless, upon a bezant purpure an annulet Or."

Badge

Constantinople
Roibhilin
Person
Device
“Azure, a chevron rompu a chief embattled and in base a tankard argent.”
Person

Badge

Dorn das Schwarz Brause
Person
“Gyronny of eight sable and Or, a tressure gules.”

Badge

Person

Badge

Felicia the Bold
Person
“Azure, A lozenge Or surmounted by a heart gules.”

Badge

Genevieve
“Fieldless, a hare boltant gules.”

Gloucester
Felicia the Bold
“Fieldless, a heart gules.”

Brude MacAlpin
Person
Device
“Argent, two chevronelles in chief three crescents one and two azure.”

Terre Neuve
Gla’ Morn Adel, House
Estate
Device
“Vert, an alphyn passant and on a chief argent three fructed oak trees eradicated
proper.”

Martriculated
Person

Arbella
“Argent, a lioness sable inflamed gules.”

Device

Returns
Alhambra
Salix alba Serica
“Gules, upon a bend sable four bezants.”

Person

Device

Conflict: Constantinople Badge “Gules, a bend sable.” 12/07
Only 1 cd for addition of secondary charges- bezants

Gloucester
Vanyev Betzina
“Argent, a cross barby sable voided”

Person

Device

Returned for violation of HMRRA III.G. Fimbriation and voiding will only be permitted
with simple geometric charges and non-peripheral ordinaries that have straight, noncomplex lines. The use of Barby make the lines of the cross complex, much like a division
line when going from plain to dancetty. It is also no more a simple geometric charge. A
simple cross is a simple geometrical figure consisting of two lines or bars intersecting
each other at a 90° angle, dividing one or two of the lines in half. After research, there is
an argument for voiding such a charge, but the voiding itself would need to be simple, it

would need to look like a cross within the cross barby. It could not follow the complex
lines of the barby. Though the rules do not allow even for this, I would consider other
evidence along this line. An example is provided.

***Important consideration on this type of arms. I am hesitant with these arms
whether they pass our rules our not. The Cross Barby/ Barbee, was used by the
Arrow Cross Party, a pro-German anti-Semitic national socalist party during
WW2. Also, Currently this design ( almost identical to the one presented) is known
as the Crosstar, a symbol used by the modern Nationalist Movement, a white
supremacist group. Though we may all come from a place of innocence, we should
always be mindful of how we present ourselves to the average bystander. The
College of Arms will research and review further use of the Cross Barby voided and
plain.

Transfers
Per chevron inverted Or and purpure, a rapier fesswise proper and in
chief a mullet sable. [B-Campeo’n del Estoque, CAST]
Registration has changed to: [B-March de Leon, CAST]

